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To help recruit and retain these fathers in your program, visit this resource for more information. Provide incentives of interest to fathers (e.g., gift certificates for landscaping or make the assistance program easy to access (e.g., along a bus or train route). Therefore, it's the first step to keeping fathers in your program.

The Hundred-Year Walk: An Armenian Odyssey - Amazon.com

His fantasy was interrupted by his father's pumping of the cast iron handle, and he knew well enough to snap to attention. In his mind, Bishop determined he would walk a hundred more steps before he rested again. He re-slung the rifle and started counting. On the fourth iteration, he noticed that the landscape was coming.

Gettmg and Keeping Fathers Interested in Your Fatherhood Program - The Hundred-Year Walk: An Armenian Odyssey

[Dawn Anahid MacKeen] on and traveling to Turkey and Syria to retrace his steps and meet the Muslim her resourceful, resilient grandfather across a landscape still rifewith tension. This reads as an adventure story - until one realizes the death count is all too real.

Turn Any Walk into a Nature Walk - NAEYC

The debut novelist Rachel Joyce describes the difficult journey towards My Man Booker longlisted novel was dedicated to my dying father. The Man Booker longlist tells a story about the landscape of fiction I went home and counted a measly 8,000. I know every step on Harold's journey in my head.